Take me to your heart

Listen and fill in the missing words. Also choose the correct words in bold.

Hiding from the ____ and snow/slow
Trying to _____but I won't let ____
Looking at a crowded/clouded _________
Listening to my own _______ beat

So many people all around the_______
Tell me where do I find _______ like you girl

(Chorus)
Take/make me to your heart take/make me to your _____
Give me your hand/heart before I'm old/cold
Show me what love is - haven't got a clue/crew
Show me that wonders can be true/through

They say nothing/something lasts forever
We're only here ______
Love is now or never
Bring me far ____

Take me to your heart take me to your ______
Give me your hand/heart and hold me
Show me what love is be my guiding ______
It's easy take me to your heart

_______ on a mountain _____
Looking at the moon through a clear blue ______
I should go and see some _______
But they don't really/ready comprehend

Don't need too much talking/walking without saying ______
All I need is someone/no one who makes/takes me wanna sing/think
(Chorus)
1. What’s the opposite of the following words?
   a) Someone __________________
   b) Nothing __________________

   Adjectives opposites
   c) true __________________________
   d) high __________________________
   e) easy __________________________
   f) clear __________________________
   g) old __________________________

2. Find five words related to weather and environment and list them in the spaces below.
   ___________________________________
   ___________________________________
   ___________________________________
   ___________________________________
   ___________________________________

3. Which word in the song means UNDERSTAND? __________________________

4. Which word in the song means NEVER END? __________________________

5. Which word means TOO MANY PEOPLE IN ONE PLACE? __________________________

   EXPRESSIONS

6. Which expression means HAVE NO IDEA? __________________________
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Hiding from the rain and snow
Trying to forget but I won't let go
Looking at a crowded street
Listening to my own heart beat

So many people all around the world
Tell me where do I find someone like you girl

(Chorus)
Take me to your heart take me to your soul
Give me your hand before I'm old
Show me what love is - haven't got a clue
Show me that wonders can be true

They say nothing lasts forever
We're only here today
Love is now or never
Bring me far away

(Chorus)
Take me to your heart take me to your soul
Give me your hand and hold me
Show me what love is_be my guiding star
It's easy take me to your heart

Standing on a mountain high
Looking at the moon through a clear blue sky
I should go and see some friends
But they don't really comprehend

Don't need too much talking without saying anything
All I need is someone who makes me wanna sing
(Chorus)